
The case companies presented 

in this White Paper are ABB, 

Lassila & Tikanoja, Luvata, 

Orange UK, and Shell. Each one 

has a different approach and 

framework in place to linking 

MI with strategic planning, 

but similarities between the 

companies are also evident. 

ExEcutivE Summary
Market Intelligence for the Strategic Planning process in five large
companies will be presented and discussed in this GIA
White Paper 1/2008. The case stories are based on interviews 
with representatives of the case companies that have been con-
ducted in November 2007 – January 2008.

Each case story first introduces the background for linking Market 
Intelligence with the strategic planning process in the company. 
The interviewed executives also discuss internal case examples 
on how MI activities have provided very concrete input to strate-
gic decision-making situations.

The case companies included are ABB, Lassila & Tikanoja, Luvata, 
Orange UK, and Shell. Each one has a different approach and 
framework in place to linking MI with strategic planning, but 
similarities between the companies are also evident. 

Judging by the interviews, by far the most important Key Success 
Factor in linking MI with strategic planning is partnership and 
mutual respect between the Market Intelligence operation and 
top management. How this can be facilitated in practice has been 
discussed in this paper.
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introDuction to marKEt intElliGEncE 
for StratEGic PlanninG 
The GIA White Paper series in 2007 discussed the ways in which Market Intelligence can be inte-
grated with business processes. Since many companies typically conduct their yearly strategic 
planning round in the beginning of each calendar year, a natural choice for the first GIA White 
Paper topic in 2007 was “Market Intelligence for the Strategic Planning Process”. 

The reader is advised to refer to the GIA White Paper 1/2007, freely downloadable at www.glo-
balintelligence.com, for a theoretical overview of linking MI with the strategic planning process.

The GIA White Papers published in 2007 mostly focused on theoretical frameworks around 
which systematic Market Intelligence can be constructed in order to support decision-making 
processes. In 2008, the GIA White Paper series will continue elaborating on the same topics as 
in 2007, but the focus will now be shifted, through case examples, on the practical applications 
of MI for decision-making. 

Highlighted in the 1Q 2007 GIA White Paper were the generic whys and hows of Market Intel-
ligence in linkage with corporate strategic planning processes. The paper presented one form 
of structured approach to supporting different aspects of strategic planning through systematic 
MI, and it introduced a set of related Market Intelligence tools within the framework. 

While the strategic planning framework discussed in the paper was generic enough to be ap-
plicable in almost any company, organizations in practice have very different ways of conducting 
their strategic planning, let alone formalizing the different phases in it. As a result, how compa-
nies support the planning round through Market Intelligence output also varies a lot. 

We hope that the readers will be inspired and encouraged by the five different case stories that 
will follow.
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luvata – intEGration of mi into tHE 
annual PlanninG clocK WitH a focuS 
on riSK manaGEmEnt

luvata in numbers
• 65 companies 
• 8 500 employees 
• 37 production facilities 
• Presence in 18 countries 
• Annual turnover of approximately 3 Bn EUR (Figure based upon pro-rata turnover of ECO and 
Luvata 2006/2007)

Luvata changed its name from Outokumpu Copper Products after its acquisition from Outo-
kumpu Oyj in May 2006. 

Intervieweved for this case article was fredrik vejgarden, Senior vice President of operational 
Excellence at luvata�

Fredrik Vejgarden joined Luvata in February 2006. Prior to that, Vejgarden spent years at McKin-
sey & Company, working in operational areas such as LEAN Manufacturing and procurement for 
a diverse range of industries including steel, banking and healthcare. Vejgarden is a member of 
the Luvata executive team and is based in London.

intelligence and the Strategy Process at luvata
At Luvata, intelligence activities for the strategy and planning process have been integrated to 
the company’s turnaround and change management program with the purpose of ensuring ef-
fective corporate planning on both strategic and operational level. 

Luvata has, during the last couple of years, restructured its strategy process along with the 
recent changes in the company’s executive management team. Market Intelligence naturally is a 
critical input to strategic changes, securing the continuity of a structured market understanding 
at times when a new CEO enters the company and drives reorganisations on management and 
strategy. 

Fredrik Vejgarden describes the MI challenge as providing insight into Luvata’s business: “Lu-
vata operates in many market segments that each include a variety of sub-segments. The chal-
lenge therefore to Market Intelligence is to focus the information gathering and analysis on a 
suffi  cient level of detail, while at the same time maintaining an overview on the whole business. 
Subsequently, Luvata is concentrating the most part of its intelligence eff orts on identifying spe-
cifi c driving forces in each end-market in order to build foresight into complex market scenarios 
under diff erent circumstances.”

Luvata is a world-leader in metal fabrication, component manufacturing and 

related engineering and design services, partnering with its customers to help 

them increase their competitiveness.
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“For the person managing the intelligence operation, the challenge is obviously to maintain a 
broad strategic perspective combined with attention to detail. Both are needed in order to take 
in and interpret market signals in a way that makes sense from the entire company’s perspec-
tive”, Vejgarden reflects.

Structured market intelligence for luvata’s Strategy Process – framework 
Luvata has a structured MI process in place that follows the company’s “annual planning clock”. 
Graph below presents an overview of the annual planning cycle, the phases of which have been 
described in the following, along with the related MI requirements and output.

1� management conference
The specific focus in the Management Conference is on growth areas. Luvata’s management 
discusses the strategic business situation and identifies growth opportunities, a process that 
will result in a list of issues that need to be researched for a more in-depth understanding. 

2� market insight creation
Through the Market Insight Creation process, answers to the above listed MI requirements 
are provided along with an overview of the likely market developments during the next 12-18 
months. A large part of Luvata’s intelligence output is produced at this stage.

3� Divisional Strategy making
Luvata’s divisions and business units will develop their own strategic plans based on the input 
received through the Market Insight Creation phase.

4� risk map Evaluations
Luvata uses a structured risk management approach through which various categories of risk are 
analyzed. Three specific risk areas have been identified: Business risks, operational risks and 
strategic risks. Examples of strategic risk areas are substitute solutions, competitor actions, or 
commodity vs. special product strategies. All risks are analyzed with regards to their likelihood 
on the one hand and their potential impact on the industry and the company on the other.

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS

MayAprMarFebJan DecJun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov

Divisional strategy development

Risk management evaluations

Strategy reviews

Strategy workshops/mgmnt summit

Budget process

Definition of Change Program initiatives

Board meeting approval

Management conference

Market insight creation

Activity
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5� Strategic review
At this point, the company strategy that was confirmed in January will be challenged and either 
reconfirmed or altered based on the business situation half way through the calendar year.

6� Strategic Workshop Summit
The Strategic Workshop Summit is a 1-2 day yearly conference that involves all senior managers 
in the company. The updated company strategy is presented and its implications for all divisions 
are discussed.

The complex nature of Luvata’s business has made it important for the company to find ways of 
increasing clarity through Market Intelligence (among other methods). In conjunction with the 
Strategic Workshop Summit, scenario work is a frequently utilized tool to share and improve 
management’s understanding of the possible futures for Luvata’s different business segments.

linkage between Scenarios and regular market intelligence
In addition to the Market Insights described above, additional outputs of Market Intelligence at 
Luvata are

Competitor updates on a quarterly basis• 

Customer activities with the purpose of identifying new business opportunities and more sales• 

Market & industry developments• 

Technology development• 

Peer group benchmarking• 

Described in the below graph is an overview of how market signals are being monitored and 
analyzed at Luvata, and how the analyses will impact strategies on a business unit level.

MARKET SIGNALS
Business intelligence outcome

 REGULAR REPORTS ABOUT:
 • Competitor activity
 • Customer activity
 • Market and industry developments
 • Technology developments 
 • Industry developments
 
IN THE FORM OF:
 1) Peer group financial comparisons
 2) Verbal summaries of key findings
 3) Reflection of findings against company 

comparisons / selected reflecting the 
strategic matrixes development and 
strategic direction of the market as whole

BU Strategy implications

CORE STRATEGY

DISTINCTIVENESS

VALUE OFFERING

VALUE NETWORK

STRATEGIC RESOURCES

BU X, STRATEGIC DRIVERS MONITORING

Significance from
BU perspective

SCENARIO MONITORING
Testing our assumptions and 
storylines against the market 
signals
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case examples

case 1� 
copper price surge leads to increased competition and substitution effects
One issue that most companies and market analysts recently missed was the rise in the price 
of copper. In 2005, the copper price fluctuated at around 2.500-3.000 USD/ton. By 2007, it had 
climbed to the range of 7.000-8.000 USD/ton. This naturally led to a substitution effect in raw 
materials. The development could have been anticipated to some extent by monitoring the 
development of other commodity prices. What few players seemed to understand however, was 
how financial players were influencing and leading the market. 

case 2.
luvata identified the solar energy trend early on
Through systematic market signals monitoring, Luvata has been able to identify the trend 
towards solar energy early on - the resulting increase in the raw materials demand in the suncell 
industry therefore didn’t come as a surprise to the company. Having identified this emerging 
trend early enough, Luvata has been able to intensify its product development in this segment, 
which has helped the company to get a sizeable market share of the growing business.

case 3� 
trend watch: How to make money based on architectural insight 
A trend has emerged, especially in the rapidly developing Eastern European countries, of 
increasingly using copper for decorative purposes in housing and construction. Increasingly 
exclusive products are therefore in demand and, responding to this trend in its offering, Luvata 
has developed an assortment of products and solutions to match the demand.

case 4� 
corrosion in air conditioning in coastal areas – Successful trend analysis
Avoiding corrosion is a challenge in many air-conditioning products in coastal areas. The trend 
of extensive construction in coastal areas such as Shanghai, in combination with an increased 
usage of air-conditioning equipment, essentially created a market for Luvata’s anti-corrosion 
materials. Luvata mapped out coastal areas that are expanding or are likely to expand in the 
future, and approached customers in those regions in a targeted manner.
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lessons learned
Summing up the description of how Luvata supports its yearly strategic planning through sys-
tematic Market Intelligence, Fredrik Vejgarden lists several key success factors that have been 
experienced in the company:

1� investing in sufficient mi resources. It is vital that the profile of the person(s) involved in MI is 
right. Individuals are needed that have intellectual curiosity mixed with a business perspective. 
They must also be energetic and have the ability to drive their ideas and projects forward.

2� managing industry complexity on an appropriate level� A broad map needs to be developed 
of the industry landscape in order to avoid losing sight of the big picture when concentrating on 
the details of complexity. Luvata has developed distinct indicators to monitor the factors that 
influence their end customers in order to build and share an internal understanding their own 
business drivers.

3� Emphasizing internal communication� It is vital to have both a formal and an informal commu-
nication process in place for MI in order to link the strategic analysis with the various divisions 
and business units. This also applies the other way around, i.e. linking the regular input from 
the sales force to the MI and strategy process.

Having finally been asked for “the most important advice” for an Intelligence Manager who is 
about to develop a world-class Strategic Intelligence capability, Vejgarden does not hesitate: 
“Do not allow MI to become a too ‘fluffy’ or superficial activity.” He explains: “It is important to 
be extremely clear about what type of conclusions should be drawn based on MI, and through 
what kind of processes. Also, I would advise intelligence professionals to focus on developing 
the company’s business by identifying new business opportunities in addition to monitoring the 
traditional players and the traditional topics and themes.”
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oranGE uK – from SticK-fEtcHinG 
toWarDS ExcEllEncE  

Orange is the key brand of France Telecom that serves more than 167 million customers in five 
continents, of which two thirds are Orange customers. In 2006, Orange became the Group’s 
single brand for Internet, television and mobile services in the majority of countries where the 
company operates, and Orange Business Services the banner for services offered to businesses 
worldwide. 

Intervieweved for this case article was andrew beurschgens, business intelligence manager 

Andrew Beurschgens in his Business Intelligence role at Orange UK is responsible for providing 
the company’s management with both Strategic Intelligence and operational decision-making 
support. Beurschgens joined Orange UK in 2002 and has been involved in developing the com-
pany’s intelligence operation since that time.

intelligence and the Strategy Process at orange uK
“Everyone in the organization should ‘sing from the same song sheet’” says Andrew Beursch-
gens, Business Intelligence Manager at Orange UK, summarizing the role and purpose of BI in 
the company’s strategic planning process. 

Beurschgens speaks from the point of view of making sure that the strategy process is being 
served with such Business Intelligence that everyone involved is on the same page regarding 
the anticipated market developments. At the same time, he acknowledges the challenge: “It may 
be difficult sometimes for the BI operation to take into account different intra-organizational and 
political issues that may pull the analyses and conclusions into different directions. Our BI op-
eration really exists to ensure that it ultimately drives sound decision making through insight for 
the internal business groups it serves, and secondly for those individuals who have mandates to 
make decisions within those business groups.”

The initial focus in Orange UK’s intelligence activity was on relatively operational and tactical 
issues. The idea was to develop a solid intelligence framework and a platform of knowledge that 
would eventually support strategic decision-making. Organizationally, the intelligence team 
was placed in the Market Insight unit under the Strategy & Business Performance operation. 
The Market Insight unit in turn hosts Market Research, Strategic Insights, and the Competitive 
Analysis sub-units. 

Main target groups for the Business Intelligence operation at Orange UK are top management 
and the strategic planning team, management teams in the consumer and broadband business 
segments, and people involved in sales, distribution and finance.

Beurschgens reflects on the challenging parts in the setup process of the intelligence opera-
tion: “Organizational culture and internal politics are an area where I think most companies face 

Orange UK is a mobile network operator and internet service provider in the 

United Kingdom which is owned by Orange SA, a subsidiary of France Telecom. G
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challenges when establishing an intelligence capability, especially when it is geared at serving 
the strategy process. People typically have a lot of own ideas and perceptions of the company’s 
strategy, and intelligence professionals may find it tough to feed in neutrally positioned insight 
for every different unit’s needs.” 

Beurschgens continues: “Strategy is also under constant revision, and it is not always so simple 
to serve the insight needs of the old strategy while waiting for it to be replaced by an updated 
one. And on top of serving the strategy process, our unit is also responsible for addressing intel-
ligence requests from all of our business areas. This makes the intelligence scope very broad, 
which makes it important to think and work on many levels at the same time.”

business intelligence framework for orange uK’s Strategy Process 
It takes time to establish and a solidify a corporate intelligence operation. Beurschgens high-
lights the stepwise nature of this development process: “Initially, we had little structure in our 
intelligence activities. Most assignments were conducted on an ad-hoc basis, using very basic 
information sources.”

“It was a bit like stick-fetching”, Beurschgens describes. “A manager says he needs something 
and someone tries to deliver that, without knowing much about the purpose of the request, let 
alone the larger context. Over time, we have developed a more structured approach by digging 
deeper into the end users’ true intelligence needs, and by utilizing an increasing variety of infor-
mation sources and analysis methods”, he continues.

It is important to understand the relationship between intelligence end users and intelligence 
providers, respectively. The challenge for the CI Manager has been to understand the perspec-
tive from both sides – the strategically focused consumer and that of the practitioner.  Then 
deliver the “what’s next” rather than the “so what” to that strategic issue. The graph below 
illustrates the different roles and perspectives involved in a corporate intelligence operation.

DIFFERENT VARIABLES ARE IMPORTANT TO DIFFERENT AUDIENCES, MIDDLE GROUND IMPERATIVE

• Value perception
“so what?”

• CI Awareness

• Organisational
   Structures

• Secondary Research

• Primary Research

• Analysis

• Technology

• Professional 
   Development

Importance to CI 
Users

Importance to CI 
Practitioners

“Middle Ground”

People

Roles & Responsibilities

Processes

Focus on outcome 
rather than 

overplay process –
process sets 
expectations
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Management typically looks at the intelligence operation from the results and value perspective, 
asking the what’s next questions, rather than the so what does this mean for our business?” 
Intelligence practitioners on the other hand are naturally more focused on the insight creation 
process and techniques. 

The middle ground is an important area to define and develop in order to allow for efficient 
exchange of information between these groups. It is vital to first agree on the expected outcome 
of the intelligence process and then to design a process with roles and responsibilities to ensure 
smooth insight delivery.

“Our intelligence operation produces anything from single customized ppt slides to comprehen-
sive research studies, scenario reports and early warning signals reports”, Andrew Beurschgens 
describes. For the strategic planning process, Beurschgens and his team have developed a 
specific framework with building blocks that focus on specific topics which are listed out in the 
following.

1� intelligence briefing Packs – With input from Orange UK’s own win-loss sales analysis and in-
formation collection, coupled with internal field signals, an overview is provided of the existing 
market situation on both macro and micro levels.

2� Scenario analysis Workshops – Based on the Briefing Packs, a workshop will be run where 
the participants identify and analyze issues that will likely impact Orange UK’s present and fu-
ture business. For each issue, the scope of impact will be determined, along with the probability 
of the event.  Finally, a set of scenarios will be developed that might or might not actualize in the 
future. For each of the scenarios, opportunities and threats will be identified from the perspec-
tive of Orange UK’s business. 

3� competitor reactions analysis – Orange UK also tries to understand how their competitors’ 
anticipated actions would fit to each of these scenarios. War Gaming has also been used in 
order to build a more profound understanding of the competitive moves in the market.

4� orange action options – Based on the above activities, Orange UK will determine strategies 
for obtaining and maintaining favorable positions in its different market segments. The strategic 
overview provides a basis on which different unit managers will need to build their unit-specific 
strategies.

These steps are laid out in the graph below.

BRIEFING BOOK

Macro
 • Political
 • Environmental
 • Economic
 • Social
 • Demographic

Micro
 • Customer
 • Competitor
 • Technology
 • Substitute
 

WORKSHOP

Define CSFs

Draft Development Paths

Draft Scenarios

ANALYSIS

Implications of Each of the 
Scenarios on Orange Given 
Existing position

Recommendations for 
Orange irrespective of 
scenario

Is there a group of core 
“must dos” irrespective of 
the evolving scenarios?

INITIAL STATEMENT

Given the primary and 
secondary evidence 
collected, which scenario 
plays out strongest?

Recommendations for 
Orange irrespective of 
scenario

HOW SCENARIOS ARE TO BE REACHED
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Once again, it is vital for the intelligence professionals to maintain awareness of how the 
output of the intelligence processes will be used by the organization’s decision-makers. When 
several people are involved in producing intelligence input to the strategy processes of different 
business units, the risk exists that the “right hand does not know what the left hand is doing”, 
i.e. especially tacit information is lost in handing over an analysis product from one person to 
another for further processing before its final delivery. 

lessons learned: intelligence professional, be bold and daring!
Being asked about the key success factors in Orange UK’s intelligence operation for the strategy 
process, Beurschgens says: “You need to understand where the highest impact can be made, 
i.e. to develop methods and processes for winning the battles that you want to win.” He contin-
ues: “In our company, decision issues often stem from the bottom up but they are decided by 
top management. It is therefore of obvious importance to have an impact on middle manage-
ment and BU directors, since they will bring the important issues to top management’s atten-
tion.”

Another distinct success factor in Beurschgen’s experience is the delivery of intelligence. “It is 
essential to have multiple ways to deliver intelligence; From face to face meetings and public 
presentations to memos, documents and e-mails. Personal meetings are very important since 
managers will typically not only give you feedback, but will also share their views on the issues 
discussed. Here you have to be bold. “

Finally, Beurschgens comments on what the team might have done differently in the past, 
looking back now: “We would probably have been more bullish and direct about the inferences 
on the analysis and its insight that we have provided. We have sometimes conformed to the tra-
ditional way of thinking, having done things based on intra-political agendas. Now, we feel that 
we need to develop a bit more independency, stand up for what we believe given the work we 
have done.  This is proving to be beneficial to both the team and the wider business as demon-
strated by the fact that the strategy door is still open to us.”

“You will need to feel comfortable delivering your intelligence work face to face.”
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SHEll ExPloration anD ProDuction  
– PaintinG tHE futurE inDuStry 
lanDScaPE

Shell is active in more than 130 countries and territories and employs 108,000 people world-
wide. Shell is committed to ensuring that the world’s oil and gas will continue to be extracted 
and delivered both profitably and in environmentally and socially responsible ways. Shell’s 
strategy and priorities for the future are “more upstream and profitable downstream.” Shell is 
focusing on delivery and growth, leveraging its existing portfolio. 

 

Intervieweved for this case article was manjula nadarajah, Senior Strategic market analyst 

Ms. Manjula Nadarajah is currently a Senior Strategic Marketing Analyst for Shell Global Solu-
tions - Shell’s Engineering and Technology solutions provider that spans various oil and gas 
business sectors across the Shell Group and external to Shell customers. 

Ms. Nadarajah joined Shell in 1998 and has been part of a team that developed an internal CTI 
function. In 2004 Ms. Nadarajah transferred to The Netherlands and focused on developing and 
implementing Shell’s Exploration and Production division’s Competitive Technology Strategy.   
Currently, Ms. Nadarajah focuses her efforts on developing the go-to-market strategy for the 
upstream market.

intelligence and the Strategy Process at Shell Exploration & Production 
At Shell Exploration & Production, Competitive Technical Intelligence (CTI) is one of the key 
ingredients to the company’s strategy process. Understanding is required of both the prevail-
ing technological trends as well as the long term future developments in order to come up with 
a comprehensive, forward-looking view of the company’s competitive landscape.  The strategy 
process is supported by CTI that addresses topics such as business needs, market dynamics, 
key players, and in-house competencies. 

Says Manjula Nadarajah, Senior Strategic Market Analyst at Shell Global Solutions: “Our intelli-
gence activities provide us with the backup that we need to prioritize our strategic moves and to 
ensure that their timing will be optimized. Shell has a strong history in systematically analyzing 
its business environment, and we are strong believers in business planning that is supported by 
carefully analyzed information .”

Ms. Nadarajah also points out that the quality of the planning process should never suffer from 
some people leaving the company and others entering it. Systematic intelligence operation will 
be needed to ensure that the quality of the information that backs up strategic planning will 
remain stable or improve over time.  

Maintaining and improving a Technology Intelligence operation that exists to cater to strategic 
planning needs is not necessarily rocket science, but it will easily keep a number of people busy 
on a continuous basis. Ms. Nadarajah describes the time-consuming process of actually setting 

Shell is a global group of energy and petrochemical companies. G
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up and managing the process: “Initially, one needs to develop a good information source port-
folio, and this takes time. Collecting public information is the fi rst step, but there are numerous 
expert networks, both inside and outside the company, that should also be established. Eventu-
ally, management will be able to consult networks of experts directly for strategic insights, but 
reaching this is a phased process that may take years.”

Described in the matrix below. is a systematic approach to developing an intelligence operation 
that Shell has been using. Ms. Nadarajah describes: “Initially we developed a fact base covering 
our major competitors and customers. After this we moved on to developing insights on busi-
ness models, partnering issues and the industry value chain. Once done with the ground work, 
we were able to start painting scenarios of the future industry landscape.” 

Ms. Nadarajah continues: “Over the course of the process, we came to the conclusion that es-
sentially all three of the main success factors in this process had to do with understanding WHY 
we are building our intelligence capability: 

Interaction with the key decision makers to develop actionable intelligence• 

Thorough understanding of the decision makers’ precise information needs• 

Preparedness for change in the intelligence operation based on shifts in strategic decisions• 

Level 1
Ad Hoc

Level 2
Aware

Level 3
Capable

Level 4
Mature

Level 5
World Class

culture React Summarize Analyze Assess Dialogue 

Strategic & 
Tactical
fact base

Limited number 
of publishing 
sources

Wide variety 
of specialized 
publishing 
sources 

Small source 
network 

Broad, deep 
source network 

Leadership 
interacts with 
experts directly 

Source of 
Insights for 
business 
models

Large 
competitors / 
customers 

Partnerships 
and alliances 

Emerging 
customers/ 
competitors

Industry value 
chains

Future industry 
landscapes

Early Warning “Boiling the 
ocean”

Tracking studies Issues 
assessment

Systematic 
monitoring of 
the periphery

Expert teams 
assess 
emerging 
business issues

uSinG cti for StratEGic oPtion GEnEration

publishing experts directly 

Large Future industry 

“Boiling the 

the periphery

Expert teams 
assess 
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intelligence framework for the technology Strategy 
The intelligence team at Shell Exploration & Production has developed a “Technology Play Map-
ping” concept for understanding the future of technology and key player strategies, illustrated 
in the below graph. 

The Technology Play Map at Shell consists of building blocks described and commented on by 
Manjula Nadarajah in the following.

1� issue framing
“This is where it all begins. If we don’t focus on the right issues, we will not be able to provide 
good analyses and recommendations. It is therefore of vital importance to have a dialogue with 
top management to determine the key issues that will be in the center of our attention.”

2� information collection from internal Sources
“We first collect information from our internal sources to develop the foundation of information 
on our focus issues. Typically we already have an extensive knowledge pool in-house of any spe-
cific interest area, but it’s really a question of tapping into this valuable information resource. 
The results of this phase are packaged into output such as Key Player Maps, and Overview of 
Thought Leaders.”

3� information collection from External Sources 
“Once done with the internal research, we tie in the results with information from external 
sources: Publications, internet research, IP research, and external expert interviews.”

4� analysis
“Our analysis phase combines profiling, positioning, patent analysis, partner analysis, bench-
marking, and 5 forces analysis into a consistent whole that at the end of the day provides a 
comprehensive overview of the existing and emerging trends, uncertainties and challenges, and 
movers & shakers in the industry. Based on the analysis we can identify competencies that we 
ourselves will need in order to stay on top of the industry developments.”

Business NeedsSTART

Key Activity Areas

Thoughtleaders

Key Player Map Key Player Map
Update

 First Cut
• Trends
• Competencies
• Timelines
• Shakers & movers
• Challenges
• Uncertainties

Confirm:
• Trends
• Competencies
• ...

Review & Compile
• Challenges
• Uncertainties
• Shell drivers and needs
• Revisit vision
• Scope competitive edge

STRATEGIC OPTIONS

IP Map
Update

IP Map

Shell Internal 
Activity Map

TECHNOLOGY PLAY MAPPING AT SHELL

Issue framing with 
customer team

Conduct Internal 
Interviews

Publications & 
Internet Search

Patent (IP) Search

Conduct External 
Interviews

Workshop(s)
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case examples

case 
understanding the future
Through their systematic approach to developing an understanding of the technological busi-
ness drivers, Shell has also been able to increase their insight into future developments. The 
graph below illustrates an analysis where the strategic focus of different oil industry players has 
been presented. Based on the analysis, strategic planning will be conducted in order to decide 
on prioritization and timing of Shell’s own activities. 

5� Workshops
“We use workshops that involve groups of people to verify and confirm the analyses, and to de-
velop a synthesis of the challenges and uncertainties. Based on the workshops, the challenges 
and opportunities identified will be reviewed and updated.”

6� Strategic options
“The end result of the entire Technology Play Mapping process are Strategic Options that our 
management needs to evaluate and make decisions on.”

This positioning map illustrates strategic moves competitors can make in Strategic Theme 1. The current an 
future positions are subjective. nevertheless, it demonstrates that if Shell does not proactively develop and/or 
integrate internal or external technical cababilities, it will likely not play a dominant role. 

KNOW WHERE YOU WANT TO GO ...RELATIVE STRATEGIC POSITIONS
Shell Exploration & Production

Strong

Average

Weak
Low                                           Medium                                                                                           High

Comp G

Shell

partnerships

alliances
Current Tech Dev plans

Comp H

Comp S

Comp M

Comp N

Comp N

Comp H

Comp C
Comp M

Comp F

Comp C
Shell

Present                      Future

Comp G

Comp D

Comp F

STRATEGIC FOCUS (PLATFORM FOR GROWTH)

IN
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G
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D 
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Comp G, Comp F or 
certain service 
companies have 
potential to commer-
cially fill these gaps 
along full EP value 
chain 
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Manjula Nadarajah has been involved in developing three different 

intelligence operations within Shell, and raises two specific challenge areas 

in MI development above others: Integration of intelligence activities to 

business processes, and maintaining direct contact with top management. 

lessons learned

Elaborating further on the key success factors, Ms. Nadarajah lists out the following topics, all of 
which have been identified at Shell through years of intelligence work:

1. Interaction with key decision makers in order to understand their needs but also to receive 
their feedback on the work that the intelligence team has done. Dedicating time for structured 
dialogue with management is one of the key success factors here.
2. Making the link explicit between business drivers and technology developments. 
3. Developing a forward-looking plan based on strategic insights. Examples of output are strate-
gies for long term R&D, IP issues, and partnering.
4. Being willing and able to change based on the requirements of the business environment. 
Opportunities may be lost if the organization defensively sees them as threats, being resistant 
to change.

Finally, having been asked for the most important advice to an intelligence manager who wants 
to develop a world class intelligence operation, Ms. Nadarajah essentially highlights skills and 
dedication that are familiar from both good project management and good leadership: “Under-
stand the company’s existing strategic needs, and get the decision makers involved at an early 
stage in the intelligence process that supports strategic planning. Make it happen through work-
shops, seminars, discussions or whatever form works best in your organization. Just make sure 
that the work gets done!”
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abb – intElliGEncE inPut to StratEGy
– “a maStErPiEcE of WorK”  

Interviewed for this case article was Daniel niederer, assistant vice President, Head of Strategy 
controlling & operations 

Niederer leads a multinational team responsible for operating the ABB Group’s Strategy Control-
ling process. He operates a standardized financial portfolio assessment methodology for the 
ABB Group, and leads the corporate Business Intelligence program. 

Niederer is responsible for the implementation and management of the process for driving the 
ABB Business Intelligence Network for competitive, market and macroeconomic intelligence. 
The intelligence operation goes by the motto “We want to deliver a differentiated and focused 
service for the key decision makers”.

intelligence and the Strategy Process at abb
“At ABB, we have a clear vision for our intelligence activities”, says Daniel Niederer, Assistant 
Vice President and Head of Strategy Controlling & Operations. “Our team wants to deliver a 
differentiated and focused intelligence service for our key decision makers by systematically 
keeping track of our businesses, markets and competitors. We observe the moves of our key 
competitors, understand the strategies behind, and analyze the developments in our different 
market areas. As a result, our management has a clear view of market sizes & shares, growth 
rates and profit pools, both now and in the future”, Niederer highlights.

background 
Intelligence activities at ABB weren’t always in such a visionary shape. In 2004, ABB was in the 
process of recovering from a lengthy crisis that had resulted from poor financial performance. 
The cost-cutting exercises had slashed most non-business critical activities in the short term, 
and Business Intelligence had been one of the sufferers. 

Niederer describes the situation: “New executives were hired who obviously had an urgent need 
for accurate business information, based on which they could make decisions on both strate-
gic and operational level. Back then, we came to the somewhat embarrassing conclusion that 
investment banks and consultants knew more about ABB’s competitive situation than we did 
ourselves.  

Virtually no-one was equipped to provide answers to the management’s questions in-house. We 
made it our mission in the Corporate Strategy department to change this.”

ABB is a leader in power and automation technologies that enable utility 

and industry customers to improve their performance while lowering 

environmental impact. The ABB Group of companies operates in around 

100 countries and employs more than 110,000 people. 
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Niederer continues: “Because of the dramatic downsizing that had taken place earlier, we still 
had a relatively poor intelligence capability back in 2004. We were faced with several chal-
lenges:

Business Intelligence work was mostly an insular activity• 

BI was poorly coordinated, and different types of BI products existed in the organization that • 
were completely unknown to each other

There was no-one clearly responsible for corporate Business Intelligence• 

No BI recognition or awareness existed from top management• 

As a result, no commonly shared understanding existed about the competitive landscape.”• 

Structured market intelligence for abb’s Strategy Process – framework 
Getting to work to improve ABB’s Business Intelligence operation, Niederer and his team 
developed a BI model that was based on three different frameworks. These frameworks serve 
to ensure that ABB has a continuous process in place to cater to the BI needs of different end 
users, while at the same time maintaining an umbrella view of the business environment of the 
entire organization.

The first of the frameworks is the standard intelligence cycle that helps ABB get the structure • 
in place for an on-going BI capacity.

The second framework presents the different BI areas where ABB is active. Business • 
Intelligence as a whole has been divided into Competitive Intelligence, Market Intelligence 
and Macro Intelligence, illustrated in the graph below.

  

COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE

 • Competitor strategies
 • Announced goals
 • Acquisitions, divestitures
 • Global Market Position
 • Touching Points
 • Footprint, R&D, Capex
 • Financial Performance
 • Executives: Backgrounds

MACROECONOMIC
INTELLIGENCE

 • Global and regional GDP 
development

 • Industry cycles: capex, opex, 
output

 • Value chain of vertical industries
 • Political / institutional 

developments

MARKET INTELLIGENCE

 • Industry information: top 10 
industry sectors in a country

 • Country investment plans, 
announced projects, etc

 • Market size ( potential vs. 
available vs. offered market )

 • Local market shares per 
competitor

 • Customers, top accounts, 
availabe wallet size

 • Emerging local competitors, local 
intelligence on global competitors

VARIOUS KEY INTELLIGENCE TOPICS APPLICABLE IN MORE THAN ONE BI AREA
• Market  vs. Competitive Intelligence: Local market shares, local footprint 
• Macro vs. Market intelligence: Political development, regional cycles
• Competitive vs. Macro Intelligence: Peer group growth rates

AREAS OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
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In the third BI framework, ABB has made the distinction between strategic and operational • 
intelligence, as illustrated in the graph below.

Focusing specifically on strategic intelligence, Niederer lists out the primary issues under ABB’s 
radar screen:  

Long term strategy of competitors• 

Articulated long term goals and targets• 

Mergers, acquisitions and investments in the industry• 

Portfolio analysis & touching point analysis• 

Market share development and regional competitive position• 

Footprints: manufacturing, engineering, R&D • 

Financial benchmarking• 

“From the long list above, we generally need to put specific focus on the common denominators 
between ABB’s very diverse businesses in order to reduce complexity”, Niederer says. 

STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE

 • Long-term strategy of competitors
 • Outspoken long-term goals and targets
 • Mergers, acquisitions and divestments
 • Porftfolio analysis, touching point analysis
 • Market share, regional competitive position
 • Footprint: Manufacturing, engineering, R&D
 • Financial Benchmarking

 • Scope of ABB Business 
Inteligence Network

 • Focus on most common denominator 
between ABB’s very diverse 
businesses to reduce complexity

 • Strategic Intelligence enables 
management decisions, but may not 
have highest relevance for front end 
sales forces

OPERATIONAL INTELLIGENCE

 • Comparsion on product level
 • Detailed analysis of product features
 • Analysis of competitor go to market tactics
 • How to beat competitor X with product Y?

 • Scope of Front End Sales,
Marketing, R&D

 • Operational intelligence has highest 
importance within its respective 
organizational silo, but would be too 
complex for group level

STRATEGIC AND OPERATIONAL INTELLIGENCE
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COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE
 • Competitor Profiles
 • Competitive Landscape
 • Financial Intelligence

REAL TIME NEWS DELIVERY
 • Daily news coverage on ABB & competitors
 • Analysis reports on competitors
 • Intelligence alerts on key moves

MARKET INTELLIGENCE
 • Market Fact Size (size, growth, share)
 • Regional Intelligence
 • Quarterly Newsletters

MACROECONOMIC INTELLIGENCE
 • Macroeconomic Key Data
 • Industry Sector CAPEX Forecasts
 • Country Facts

INTELLIGENCE DELIVERED THROUGH STANDARD BI PRODUCTS

STANDARDIZED BI PRODUCTS
 • Reduce compexity through operationalized BI
 • High recognition value with stakeholders

results of the Strategic intelligence capability
“At ABB, we have developed a portfolio of different Business Intelligence products in order to 
respond to different end users’ needs in different situations”, Niederer tells. “It is very important 
to standardize the BI products in order to reduce complexity through operationalized BI and 
high recognition value with all BI stakeholders.”

The below matrix presents examples of BI products that have been developed at ABB to support 
strategy work:

The output is delivered through several media; Presentations, face-to-face discussions, semi-
nars, and workshops. Each Friday, a report is sent to the ABB Group’s CEO, CFO and other mem-
bers of the executive committee. The purpose of the Friday briefing is not to provide any rocket 
science, but rather to recap the most important issues from that week. 

ABB’s intelligence team also produces quarterly reports for management that cover the macro 
environment, vertical industries, markets, and competitors. The quarterly report is a thorough 
research package with extensive analysis included.

“We also give intelligence presentations to ABB’s Head of Corporate Development, who is mem-
ber of the ABB executive committee who in turn makes presentations in the executive committee 
or to the Board of Directors on a regular basis”, Daniel Niederer says. “However, most Intel-
ligence products end up being delivered through our dedicated BI Portal, so that everyone with 
an access to the tool can retrieve the information for their personal needs.”
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case examples

case 
abb Group Strategy 2011
“We provided a lot of input to the Strategy 2011 project”, Daniel Niederer says. “One part that 
we were especially heavily involved in was the competitive landscape and the market size/share 
analysis. The board of directors eventually gave us feedback that the analysis was a “Master-
piece of work”. 

“It is indeed gratifying to be recognized for one’s intelligence work by people who sit on a 
number of boards in global companies”, Niederer considers. “One key success factor in our 
analysis was the transparency at comparing the present market situation with the future sce-
narios. We had developed an in-depth understanding of the present market share data. We were 
therefore able to provide future estimates based on the estimated growth in various vertical 
sectors on a regional basis. That way, we were able to present future scenarios that were backed 
up by very thorough research”, Niederer describes.

case 
to divest or not to divest
Niederer describes a specific decision-making situation where strategic intelligence was needed 
to back up the decision: “Management was evaluating the potential divestment of a certain part 
of a business. The perception was that the business did not seem to have a sound outlook for 
the future since the market growth was limited.” 

“We did our analysis and came to the conclusion that the future capital expenditures of the 
particular vertical industry where this business was active in, were in fact likely to increase quite 
dramatically. Based on this intelligence, the divestment plans were stopped. It seems now that 
our analysis was indeed right, the industry sector picked up and ABB is making good business 
in that field.”
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lessons learned
When asked about the key success factors in developing effective strategic intelligence, Daniel 
Niederer raises three different points: 

1. Become a preferred business partner to management by delivering  
customized and dedicated intelligence services.
“We should be the preferred speaking partner to management. We do this in-house by adding 
the kind of value to the output that no external source could achieve.” 

2. Deliver professional intelligence – go beyond the facts
“It is essential to deliver intelligence rather than just data. In order to be able to do this, 
resources will be needed in the form of both time and money. Integrating Business Intelligence 
with the strategy process is vital; We have already ensured that we are part of the “Strategy 
2011” process at ABB by providing a number of intelligence products related to it.”

3. Communication and customer awareness
“BI output has little impact if it’s not marketed internally. BI products should be discussed in 
management meetings, sales events and marketing meetings alike. End users of intelligence 
output should be aware of the intelligence efforts in order to be able to learn from each other 
and share best practices in BI. One thing for instance that we could have done better from the 
beginning is to have focused more on the intelligence needs of BU Marketing Managers.”
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laSSila & tiKanoJa – EntErinG tHE 
SWEDiSH marKEt tHrouGH a StratEGic 
intElliGEncE ProJEct  

L&T operates in Finland, Sweden, Latvia, Russia and Norway. Net sales in 2006 amounted to 
EUR 436 million. L&T employs 9,500 people in total. L&T’s shares are listed on the OMX Nordic 
Exchange. 

Intervieweved for this case article was Henri Turunen, Director, International Development. Mr 
Turunen joined L&T in 2005 from a Finnish investment bank. Earlier he had worked as manage-
ment consultant at McKinsey & Co’s Helsinki office.

intelligence and the strategy process at lassila & tikanoja
“Our existing strategy is very much focused on expansion through new investments and acquisi-
tions, along with organic growth”, says Henri Turunen, Director, International Business Develop-
ment at Lassila & Tikanoja. “The purpose of our strategic intelligence activities is naturally to 
support these objectives”, Turunen continues.

Contrary to the other companies presented in this paper, Lassila & Tikanoja have a relatively 
decentralized intelligence operation in place in the sense that, according to Turunen, “We think 
the market intelligence must be conducted as an integral part of each manager’s and each co-
worker’s regular work. We also believe that specific research and analysis is best carried out by 
the business responsibles on a specific need basis. That said, we do provide support for such 
research and analyses in a centralized manner, alongside with names of proven outside suppli-
ers.”

Lassila & Tikanoja have identified the following key strategic issues that are critical from the 
perspective of their business performance, and will subsequently need to be backed up by high 
quality strategic intelligence:

Strengthening the strong market position in Finland• 

Investmenting in recycling plants• 

Controlled expansion to countries around the Baltic Sea• 

Growing both organically and through acquisitions• 

Achieving the annual growth target that exceeds 10% in the long term• 

Lassila & Tikanoja specializes in environmental management  

and property and plant support services. 
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“With regards to acquisitions, we are quite experienced since M&As is a major part of our expan-
sion strategy”, Turunen explains. “We typically focus on how new markets differ from our home 
market, and on how that might affect our baseline corporate strategy. If there is a major differ-
ence between the existing and target market characteristics, we carefully consider the risks and 
rewards from market entry.

“How we typically go about the analysis preceding an expansion decision is that we first try 
to understand the market characteristics. History, regulation, business culture and political 
environment are important factors here. It they are in line with what we are familiar with in our 
existing operating environment, we will proceed to identify and analyze individual companies of 
interest”, Turunen describes. He adds that the evaluation project often gets easier towards the 
end, since it is essentially about straightforward benchmarking between different companies.

case example

case 
researching the Swedish Property Services market for 
Potential acquisition candidates 
One market that appeared interesting for Lassila & Tikanoja back in 2005 was Sweden. Being a 
neighboring country to Finland, Sweden was a natural choice of market entry investigation, and 
Lassila & Tikanoja went for the research project.

The starting situation back in 2005 could be described as follows:
L&T had no presence in the Swedish market at that time • 
They also had little accurate knowledge about the market, but had developed strong hypotheses• 
It was clear that the market size and characteristics needed to be researched, along with the • 
local players 
As a result, an analysis of the market entry opportunity was to be produced• 

It was evident that lots of additional knowledge about the Swedish market needed to be gath-
ered before any decisions could be made. The related intelligence needs were identified and 
structured:

Gain an overview of the Swedish property services market • 
– Market size and growth 
– Customer needs and buying behaviour 
– Competition and profitability

Identify suitable acquisition candidates • 
– Service focus 
– Size 
– Location 

Review recent M&A activity in the market • 
– Acquirers 
– Valuation levels (if available)
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The methodology used in the project consisted of both secondary and primary research: 

Desktop research • 
– News archives 
– Industry reports 
– Company databases 

Interviews with various stakeholders • 
– Branch organization 
– Trade unions 
– Selected customers 
– Selected facility management companies 
 

results of market overview
Overall, the Swedish market is not very different from the Finnish market, yet certain unique • 
characteristics were identified that needed to be taken into account 
 
– Size substantially larger (economy, outsourcing) 
– Outsourcing on a higher level particularly in the public sector  
– No clear difference in terms of market growth 
– No clear difference in the profitability of market players 
– No major difference in the customer needs and in their buying behavior  

The cleaning market in Sweden appeared to be relatively fragmented • 
– ISS: Annual revenue SEK 10bn 
– Sodexho: Annual revenue SEK 6bn 
– Samhall: Annual revenue SEK 2bn 
– A few additional companies fell in the SEK 150-200m range,  
    while all others were below SEK 100m 

In the cleaning business, it was concluded that ISS had been the active acquirer in recent years• 
In property maintenance and specialty property services, ISS as well as some other industrial • 
players had been active
No major transactions had taken place in the recent years • 
 

conclusions of market overview
The Swedish market was seen as interesting and lucrative for L&T • 
The research project therefore went on to further look into potential acquisition candidates • 
 

results of acquisition candidate identification
13 Swedish companies were selected for profiling based on their service focus, location and size•	
of these •	
– 2 were discarded by L&T due to unsustainable business methods 
– 1 was acquired by ISS during the study 
– 2 were discussed with unsuccessfully  
– 3 were eventually acquired by l&t in 2006-07 
– further 5 remain as potential future acquisition candidates 
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lessons learned
Elaborating on the lessons Lassila & Tikanoja have learned in the process of conducting strate-
gic intelligence, Turunen brings up three key issues:

1� ask the stupid questions

2� use local consultants and market researchers 
to get the market intelligence 
“Local players know the local market, the culture, the key decision makers, and the legislation. 
They will be much better equipped to identify potential problems and threats compared to a 
foreigner that is doing research from abroad.”

comments
The study provided L&T with the information that was needed to get started with the market • 
entry
Some of the market curiosities were underestimated, such as the fact that the black market • 
was considerably larger in Sweden compared to Finland, and that the public sector has some 
special characteristics
Interestingly, entrepreneurs’ interest in selling their company to L&T was also underestimated• 
L&T has continued to develop contacts to potential acquisition targets  Entrepreneurs also • 
actively contact L&T 
L&T has continued to deepen their knowledge of the Swedish industry • 
– Word-of-mouth monitoring 
– Own research into selected smaller and regional companies

The project as a whole represented one example of how Market Intelligence can effectively be 
used to support strategic planning and execution.

“In our experience, it is important to question the things you think 

you already know. If we dare to ask a sufficient number of stupid 

questions over the course of a research project, one or two of them 

will give us the (potentially surprising) knowledge that may make or 

break a deal.” 
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3� use consultants and market researchers in an active manner
“If using external help in a research project, it is very important to maintain an open line of com-
munication between the partner who is involved in the research. We want to derive the best pos-
sible intelligence out of every research project that we engage in, and this in our view cannot be 
achieved by merely defining the needs and then sitting back, waiting for the results. Rather, we 
believe in actively combining the best capabilities of both ourselves and our research partners 
for the best results.” 

Turunen concludes with a check list of issues to be considered when using consultant as exter-
nal support in strategic intelligence projects:

Know what you need and be specific about it• 

Get and pay for what you need • 

Distribute the work meaningfully regarding information gathering and analysis• 

Request for ideas and recommendations• 

Make use of personal connections• 

Contribute to the work – share your knowledge over the course of the project• 
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SourcES
GIA White Paper 1/2007: Market Intelligence for the Strategic Planning Process

interviewed for this Gia White Paper were:

Fredrik Vejgarden, Senior Vice President of Operational Excellence at Luvata

Andrew Beurschgens, Business Intelligence Manager at Orange UK

Manjula Nadarajah, Senior Strategic Market Analyst at Shell Global Solutions

Daniel Niederer, Assistant Vice President, Head of Strategy Controlling & Operations at ABB

Henri Turunen, Director, International Development at Lassila & Tikanoja
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